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Remembering David Manguno
By Kevin Lynes

Early on the morning of October 31 I got up and checked
what was happening on Facebook. To my complete shock
I read a post on the Oklahoma City Running Buddies that
long time runner David Manguno had passed away from
apparent cardiac arrest. I could not believe what I had just
read and checked David’s page and found that it was true.
Immediately I began communicating with others as we
still could not believe it was true.
David was the yearly distance champion in Oklahoma
City as he had logged 7,277 miles in 2017 with no days off
for an average of 19.93 miles per day. Yes, that is 19.93
miles EVERY day in 2017. In previous years his goal was
to take his age times 100 miles. In other words, when he
was 50 his goal was 5,000 miles for the year. Needless
to say, as he got older, he far surpassed that goal. David
had just turned 56 on October 21, 2018 and passed away
Sunday evening October 28, 2018.
I once asked David how he could possibly run that
many miles every day and every year. He told me that
he was just never injured. If I run more than 40 miles in
a week I am asking for trouble as that is my threshold
for injury. David was just a unique runner who was never
injured even with all of his miles. David was literally
a friend to everyone. He had no enemies and was the
friendliest person you would ever meet. He had the most
unique running gait and I could tell it was him from a
long way away. I guess his unique style is what kept him
injury free.
David worked close to Lake Hefner and his daily runs
took him from work to run laps around the lake. The last
time I saw him just a few days before his passing I was
driving on Hefner Road on the north side of the dam. I saw
a runner way up on the dam and his unique style caught

my eye. Did I mention that I could tell it was him from a
long way away? I run early mornings at Lake Hefner and
I am always remembering him every time I run the lake.
The final training run this fall for the Tulsa Route 66
Marathon, we held a memorial for David. His mother,
Arlene Manguno, sisters Dee Dee Estes and Julie
Thompson, and brother Mark Manguno were here for the
memorial and had travelled from Louisiana to celebrate
David’s life with his Oklahoma family, the Landrunners.
His brother Danny Manguno was unable to make the trip.
Arlene had David’s ashes bagged in small bags and those
of us who wanted to spread his ashes around the lake were
honored to do so. I was honored to spread his ashes along
the south side of the lake where I often ran into him.
David was a single man and was a devoted son,
loving brother, beloved uncle, great-uncle and true friend.

David Manguno

See David, on page 11
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President’s Message
By Dana Sue Campbell, Landrunner President

It has made me proud to be your 2018
Landrunners president. It makes me giddy to be part
of a supportive running group and I have enjoyed
cheering on each and every runner at every training
run! The Landrunners have many runners that give
so much of their time volunteering and this especially
makes me honored to be involved! I’ve been busy all
year for the club and the members. This position has
led me to find a happiness in being your friend in the
running community! I absolutely love volunteering
and making it all about you! You Matter to me!
The 2018 year of running is almost behind us!
Many of you are running more miles because you ate
too much turkey! LOL
Join us! Lake Hefner Trail sweep!
Saturday, December 8, 2018 9:00 am.
Lake Hefner Stars & Stripes Park
FREE breakfast to follow and group picture.
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We also want to see you and your families at the
Landrunners Christmas Party!
When: Tuesday, December 11, 2018 6:30 pm!
Where: Deer Creek Village Clubhouse, 6101
NW 155th Street
Please bring your favorite dish. Hint! I love Ham,
BBQ, and mashed potatoes! Desserts. Please bring
your favorite homemade desserts!
I want to wish all of you a Very Merry Christmas!
Be happy and say a kind word to someone!
Happy running!
Dana Sue Campbell
Your Landrunners President
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SIGN UP NOW!

APRIL 28, 2019
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Changing the Course of OKC

Proceeds benefit the Oklahoma City National Memorial & Museum.
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Landrunner Calendar of Events

Date

Event

Location/Time

12/8

Sandridge Santa Run 5K$

Downtown OKC @ 9:00 am

12/8

Lake Hefner Trail Sweep (Breakfast)

Stars & Stripes Park @ 9:00 am

12/11 Christmas Potluck Social - Deer Creek Village Clubhouse, 6101 NW 155th St @ 6:30 pm
12/31 Opening Night Finale 5K

Bicentennial Park @ 3:00 pm

1/5

Spring Training for OKC Marathon

TBA

1/26

State Games Trail Run

Nu Lake Draper Trails @ 9:0 0am

2/2

Landrunner Banquet & Series Awards

Will Rogers Garden Center

3/9

Landrunner’s Beacon Run 25K, 15K, 5K

Lake Hefner Trails

* Denotes Series Races
$ Club members discount codes are listed on the Members only section @ okcrunning.org

Landrunners In Action

10/20 Lake Powell Half Marathon, AZ
Bill Goodier
Sheila Miller
Evelyn Rowland

1:46:00
2:47:49
3:00:12

10/20 Kansas City Half Marathon, MO
Randy Brinkley

3:06:33

10/21 Atlantic City Marathon, NJ
Mary Mikkelson
Chuck Mikkelson

3:53:16
4:40:03

10/28 Marine Corp Marathon, DC
Mario Abramson
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5:01:14

11/3 Indianapolis Monumental Marathon, IN
Lonnie Shaw
Jane Pace

4:04:07
4:45:49

11/11 Outer Banks Half Marathon, NC
Gaile Loving

2:36:14

11/17 White River Marathon, AK
Kyle Blackketter

3:04:13

11/18 Norfolk Harbor Half Marathon, VA
Gaile Loving

2:36:40

Click the link on www.okcrunning.org/newsletter
page to submit out of state results. Send photos and
stories to news@okcrunning.org

GET IN THE

GAMES

the state games of oklahoma

TRAIL RUN

JANUARY 26, 2019
NU DRAPER TRAILS | LAKE STANLEY DRAPER

North of SE 89th on Post Rd in Oklahoma City, OK

FOUR, EIGHT & TWELVE MILE RACES

REGISTER TODAY
WWW.STATEGAMESOFOKLAHOMA.ORG

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT:
SIGN UP BEFORE JANUARY 1
TO RECEIVE 10% OFF REGISTRATION
USE COUPON CODE: LANDRUNNER19
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The Importance of Showing Up
By Matthew C. Wilcoxen

Recently I went to Tulsa to watch many of you run
the Route 66 half and full marathon. I don’t get the
opportunity to watch many races and I must say it’s a
difficult thing to do. I’m very used to the logistics of a
race from the runner’s point of view but am woefully
unskilled at being a spectator, especially on a cold rainy
day. Many of you know that I despise running in the
cold. Well now I’ve learned that watching a race in the
cold is much worse. If your significant other gets out to
watch you run each race you should turn to them right
now and thank them profusely; this person obviously
loves you.
As I stood in the cold, watching the waves of
runners go by in Tulsa, I couldn’t help but worry for the
runners who were hoping to set personal records that
day. The weather, in my opinion, was not conducive
to good running. There was a nice Oklahoma wind
blowing out of the north and, although it wasn’t raining
out-right, there was moisture in the air with complete
cloud cover which made for a wet, miserable day. I
watched runner after runner go by and felt for them. I
knew they were not only fighting the normal struggles
of running long distances but were also struggling to
keep warm and dry without getting hot. This can so
easily result in frustration and disappointment. As the
last runner went by and I headed for the warmth of my
truck, I was already thinking about what I would say to
all those disappointed PR seekers the next time I saw
them.
I made it back to Oklahoma City and began
checking social media to see how everyone had done.
I was prepared to make encouraging comments and
excuses about the weather to all those sad cold runners.
It didn’t take long for the first post to appear and I was
surprised to see that it was an excited explanation of a
PR. I thought this was great that someone had pushed
through the adversity and actually ran well that day.
Good for them, but certainly an exception. Then another
post popped in and it too was a PR. Then another, and
another and they were all positive. It got to the point
where I was literally seeking out a negative post about
the Tulsa race and couldn’t find one.
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I don’t mind being wrong when it results in
something positive. So many runners ran well at Tulsa
on a day that I was sure would prohibit a good run
that I had to stop and think about why I was so wrong
about that day. My first notion was that all of you are
just crazy cold weather lovers and that maybe I’m the
odd-ball who doesn’t like cold, wet running weather.
Although I do believe many of you are crazy, I’m not
ready to accept the notion that I’m weird in my weather
likes, so I kept thinking.
After much contemplation I’ve concluded that
there is no global reason why a runner will PR on any
particular day. Running is not deterministic, and no set
of weather conditions, training, or course can predict a
good or bad race. All those aspects can be ideal for your
particular tastes and you still can’t guarantee a good
race. And on the other side, all the fates of running
conditions can be lined up against you and you still
might feel great and have the race of your life. There
are no guarantees in distance running. So, if random
chance plays such a large role in our performance and
we can’t look at the conditions to predict a good race,
what can we do?
The answer is simple, just show up. Show up for
the race and keep the over-thinking and concern for
external factors to a minimum. Just show up and run,
that’s really the only power we have. The runners at
Tulsa had every reason to back out and stay warm
and dry in their homes or hotels that Sunday morning.
But they didn’t let those concerns keep them from
the starting line and they were rewarded with great
races. This is an important lesson that we should all
take to heart. Just show up, put your hat in the ring, do
what you’ve trained to do, and the rewards will come
regardless of the conditions. In fact, I truly believe that
the worse the conditions the greater the inner reward
for overcoming.
We all want that perfect race on that perfect day.
It’s why we put in all that time and all those miles. But
perfection sometimes doesn’t look like we imagined it.
When what’s in front of us doesn’t match our idea of
perfection, simply showing up and pushing through can
make us grow and see that perfection takes on many
forms and we are strong enough to not only survive, but
succeed, through all kinds of difficult trials.
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IT’S COLD!!

(A topic special to me) by Tom Coniglione, MD
It was 21° with a light northeast breeze; the last
Landrunner training run was cold!
If this winter is like last winter, we are headed for
some cold days. Are we ready?

until all the runners finished. My hands remained
wet and (very) cold for hours. Frostbite resulted with
damage to several nails and fingers.
As often happens with frostbite, extreme
sensitivity to the cold can follow. Even when it is 60°,
I have to wear gloves. When it is colder outside, it is
very difficult to keep my hands warm. As a result, I
have invested a small fortune in gloves, glove liners
and mittens of every variety. My closet is full of
orphaned gloves: missing mates.
At that last training run, I used hand warmers in
my mittens. When the run was over, my hands were
black! Whoa! Black hands? What’s happening?
Ordinarily I use HOTHANDS warmers. For
this run, I used Coleman warmers. After all, the
Coleman’s had been in the closet for a year or two. It
was time to use them.

The most important body parts to keep warm are
the head and hands. Head, ears, legs and chest/trunk
area can be warmed without difficulty. Keeping the
hands warm can be a challenge.
Why this is so important to me: It was the 2009
Beacon on the Bay that damaged my hands. That
race started at ~29°, 30 MPH north wind and a light
(freezing) mist. I ran the 25K. After the race, I waited
Was there something about the hand warmers to
make my hands black?
Both HOTHANDS and COLEMAN warmers
contain iron, charcoal, salt and water in some inert
absorbent material (vermiculite).

See Cold, on page 8
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Cold, continued
The powdery mixture is activated/warmed when
the packet is shaken. Some brands do not require
shaking. The resulting mixture remains hot for many
(6-8) hours.
Black hands that quickly washed clean……….
it must have been the charcoal. But why? Closer
inspection of the packets containing the powder
revealed the answer.
The packet of ingredients is enclosed in a mesh
wrapper – like a tea bag. The Coleman packet has
a looser mesh wrapping than the Hothands. While
running (shaking the hands), the charcoal from the
Coleman packet filtered through the mesh making
my hands black.
Mystery solved. Scrubbing with soap took care of
the mess. Disposable hand warmers are inexpensive,
readily available and environmentally “safe” because
all the ingredients are “natural.” How long do they
take to disintegrate? How safe are they? If you know
the answers, please let me know.
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Should we be using disposable hand warmers or
should we utilize the newer reusable hand warmers?
Reusable hand warmers are available in several
forms. Most contain lithium batteries – like smart
phones. (Lithium is environmentally unfriendly.)
These devices remain warm for hours – like the
disposable types.
They take several hours to recharge; don’t forget
to charge them the night before you run. The biggest
problem is that they are bulky and may not fit in the
palm of your gloved hand. It is easier to use them
with mittens.
Recover from fall training. Get rested for spring
training.
Warmer weather is coming…………
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Into the Unknown: An Adventure Story
of Swimming, Cycling, and Running
140.6 Miles
By Melissa Brevetti, Ph.D.

“Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear—not
absence of fear.”
-Mark Twain
These words continually floated through my mind as I
endeavored to complete the Ironman test: a 2.4-mile open water
swim followed by a 112-mile bicycle trek and then a 26.2-mile
marathon run. It is, in fact, not simply the 140.6-mile race that a
person conquers—but oneself.
Running across the finish line, after almost sixteen hours of
racing, I allowed myself to look around, finally. Lake Hefner
sparkled with the reflection of city lights upon the water while
the constellation of stars twinkled above, winking as if to say
that getting lost can happen on the journey of self-discovery.
Somehow, I had found my way back and fulfilled my dream of
swimming, cycling, and running 140.6 miles before midnight.
(146 miles by my GPS). The night had grown dark and cool,
which was welcomed by me. I had not slept well for several
weeks and trained late most nights, being awake, right now in
the middle of the night, just felt right. It was fitting that the night
was quiet, yet comforting, as I completed the race, and it was
also fitting that every minute had mattered to get me there.
Let’s go back to the early roots of this adventure story.
Stemming from a hot debate among Navy SEALs in 1977,
the Ironman distance was created from the argument over which
athletes were most fit, as the legend goes. Swimmers, cyclists,
or runners… Therefore, three well-known endurance races
were combined, which were the Waikiki Rough Water Swim
(2.4 miles), Around-Oahu Bike Race (115 miles over two days),
and the Honolulu Marathon (26.2 miles) in order to settle this
lengthy debate.
On February 18, 1978, at Waikiki Beach, Oahu, fifteen
men showed up to compete in this inaugural race that included
the mandate that athletes have their own support crew and
hydration/nutrition. The now registered tagline was first
coined on a handwritten note, stating, “Swim 2.4 miles! Bike
112 miles! Run 26.2 miles! Brag for the rest of your life!”
The entry fee was $3, whether or not the participant finished,
although twelve managed to complete the distance. A U.S.
Navy Communications Specialist, Gordon Haller won the race,
beating John Dunbar, a U.S. Navy SEAL, who had been dueling
him for the win. Dunbar had run out of water and his desperate
support crew was giving him beer. Haller went on to win the title
in under 12 hours.
The following year, January 14, 1979, thirty people showed
up to race the Ironman, including two women. Unfortunately,

Melissa and her mom
bad weather caused many athletes to drop out, especially since
stormy seas and hard rain kept coming. The entry fee had risen to
$8. Once again, twelve athletes were able to finish the endurance
race. Lyn Lemaire finished the race in 12 hours and 55 minutes,
becoming the first Ironwoman. By 1980, ABC’s “Wide World
of Sports” covered the spectacular endurance race for people to
watch and to follow along on television, as well as the World
Triathlon Corporation was established. That year Dave Scott
(first person ever inducted into the Ironman Hall of Fame) won
his first of six titles, beating out 106 men and two women. With
the growing fascination of this race, 1981 held a significant

See Unknown, on page 10
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Unknown, continued
change for the Ironman, as it moved from Waikiki to Kona. In
the summer of 1982, I was born, which brings us to my own
personal Ironman dream.
It is the year 2018 when I decided it was time to learn how
to swim, humbling as it may be. Every year I watched the Kona
Ironman race on television and felt drawn to the stories of courage
and faith; moving testimonies of people transformed through the
rigorous, unseen sacrifices, the intensive daily training to make
this dream become a reality. But one part especially intrigues
me: swimming. I’m an endurance runner who is afraid of dark
water. Even though the swim portion is not the largest piece of
the triathlon puzzle, it is enough, because one swims a couple
miles in vulnerable conditions, in addition to mastering the cycle
and run.
Following dreams takes much work. At first, I pretended
that I could wait as long as needed to 100% master the swim—
that I was learning to freestyle with far-off future triathlons in
mind. This was not true, of course. After nine arduous, tough,
and stressful months of mental and physical training, September
22, 2018, would be the date of my 140.6 miles.
The weather on race day was a gift for all since the dry
and cool weather conditions were not expected. I was awake
by 3:00 a.m. to double-check weather reports since it had rained
incessantly the previous day. And now I reasoned that I’d been
awake most of the night, planning in my mind how I would fuel
each hour, so mental plans were as good as possible. I decided to
get moving ahead of schedule and arrived early to Lake Hefner
to double-check my transition equipment. Like an exclusive
holiday party, the security was second to none. Athletes showed
their bib number tattoos (temporary) and were ushered into the
roped-off transition area where our bicycles had been set up
the previous night. Excitement became contagious as more
athletes arrived and wished each other a great race, as well as
the volunteers were incredible with assistance (i.e. pumping
up bicycle tires, zipping wetsuits, and much more) at this early
morning hour.
It was 7:30 a.m., the time listed as the official start of the
race, having the 2.4-mile swim as the first leg. I’d been shaking
and uncomfortably cold with the crisp morning. The crowded
shores did not make me feel calm, even though I had signed up
for the Safety Wave. I looked out at the water and rationalized in
my mind that I had practiced in choppy water for this day. The
temperature was calculated at approximately 74° in the water
(wetsuit legal is under 78°), which would feel warm and cozy
since the air temperature was in the high 50s.
And thus, the race was finally happening. Adrenaline
pumped through my body. A gentleman played bagpipes, which
seemed to fade into the background of my mind. For some reason,
I don’t remember a start gun or countdown, athletes seemed to
jump into the water and start going. I plunged myself into the
unknown. Finding my swim rhythm, I was surprised at how much
I was enjoying this rectangle swim in the lake. Then something
hit me and grabbed me, pushing me under in the dark water! At
first, I was not sure what was happening. A panicked swimmer
was grabbing onto me to push himself upward. Screaming, I
propelled myself forward and knocked the swimmer off me.
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The dark waters allowed little visibility, and now I felt frantic.
Where was this swimmer? Would this happen again? I tried
to keep swimming, although I was desperately afraid of being
pushed under again… The good news was that the first loop
passed fairly quickly with no more incidents, despite my rhythm
being off and trying to regain composure. After the initial lap,
someone tried to direct me towards the shoreline. “No, I need
two laps,” I tried to explain. The volunteer looked at me like
I had inaccurate information. Water hit my face and flew into
my mouth. “I’m doing the full-Ironman distance,” I coughed
with water in my mouth. The water had grown choppier and
choppier. The cutoff time was 2 hours and 30 minutes—I would
be cutting it close.
The waves kept hitting me and my vision went to hell.
Bacteria in lakes can cause blindness and I slowly tried to see
and spot in the water. My left eye had become a blurry mess.
More water, more coughing. I kept thinking, “Just one more
buoy,” so that I could get focused. My waist-length hair was
stuffed into a little blue swimming cap, which represented “new
swimmers” who needed extra eyes on them. Alas, the blue
cap was coming off, as my long hair never seemed to fit under
normal caps. Literally and figuratively, I was trying to stay intact
that, fortunately, compelled me to renew my technical efforts,
endeavoring to glide, catch, and pull in the water. My analytical
brain tried to process how I could gain speed. Keeping my upper
torso low and hydrodynamic, I pushed hard the final half mile. 2
hours and 20 minutes on the swim. Just barely in time.
Instead of going straight to transition as I should, I stopped
to thank some sweet friends, including Suzie Bostick who runs
with me often, and my parents. One fulfills dreams through the
encouragement, good humor, and succor of many friends and
family. Besides, the day and night would have more surprises
to come. Seeing friends and family helped to re-focus me on
the rest of the race since it was now time to cycle 112 miles by
myself. A dear friend, who was volunteering at the transition
area, Susan Forester, walked with me to get my T-1 (swim-tobike) equipment. It felt unreal to have swam that distance in
open water, but I threw on my turquoise helmet, put on my gloves
with two fingers in one hole, and fastened on my comfortable
Giro cycling shoes.
Disoriented, I jumped on my bicycle and took off. My left
eye was still blind. At this point, I figured it was my prescription
contact lens and had to keep moving. After cycling for about ten
minutes, I panicked that I was coming off the lake dam in the
wrong place. I turned around. As I made it back, the volunteers
rushed over and tried to show me the same route would lead to
the path on the roads. I was doing my best to see with one eye,
which was, unfortunately, my left eye for seeing traffic since we
ride on the left with cars.
The cycle was long. I was a little panicked about my vision
issues but otherwise fine. Once I had figured out it was not my
contact lens, I had to do the best that I could and prioritize my
speed and hydration on this bicycle stretch. After cycling for

See Unknown, on page 11
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Unknown, continued
several hours on the rolling hills, some of us were cutting it close
to the cutoff. Again. I was told that I was cutting it close as far
as the roads being protected with police support. My response
was, “No, I’m too close” that I had to keep going, too close to
not finish this out. Another racer in green stopped, he said that
he felt, “Like hell, not sure if I want to go on.” I looked at him
in disbelief and encouraged, “You got this. You need to go.”
Cars blitzed by at distances too close for comfort. Whoosh. It
concerned me being extremely close to vehicles on these country
roads. Whoosh. Then I missed a major turn that added up to
more extra miles on the bicycle. However, I was positive and
willing to endure. Just a couple weeks ago, I had cycled 102
miles in 102° heat at the Hotter’N Hell Hundred race, and that
brutal experience helped me mentally feel confident in my
perseverance; I can assess myself that at 5’2 ½ in stature I’m not
necessarily strong but rather scrappy. The sun was blazing and
felt good to me, but on my last loop, the water stations had been
pulled. I was running out of time. At 100 miles, we stopped.
The director said that it was cutting it close. I once again argued,
“No, I’m so close.” I was out of water in my main water bottle,
albeit I knew that I had two backup water bottles behind me on
my bicycle. My one-track mind kept telling me that I had gone
this far with little actual eyesight and much strategic vision, and,
if I could just get to the run, then I could relax. Running is what
I do.
A moment later, I had struck a deal to give my all and finish
this cycle. I pushed with all the heart I had. Once I made it to the
lake, I relaxed. Throwing on my running clothes was the best
part—I’ve been running marathons for almost twenty years and
ultramarathons for ten years. I was in such joy to start running
that I bounded out of the tent with one cycling glove still on. A
kind volunteer caught me and asked if she could put my glove
back in the T-2 (cycle-to-run) bag. How could I not laugh at
myself? It was my first transitional race and I still had tons of
energy. And, in short, running was the perfect fit for my last
segment of the race.
During the running segment of 26.2 miles, it felt good to run
on the trails and to joke around with volunteers and spectators.
The aid stations were supportive and some friends had come

out, including my running friend Debbie Watson. They were
amused that I kept picking up speed. Most of the time, I was
lost in my thoughts of finishing with my best effort while I
kept racing around the lake. Then a voice called, “Melissa!” I
jumped, surprised to hear my name. Taking my eyes away from
my headlamp spotlight that illuminated the path, I saw another
Ironman, Phillip Cox, who gave me happy words of insight and
encouragement, understanding the burning desire to prove to
oneself that the unknown can be mastered. Even though no one
can ever predict with absolute certainty what will happen next, I
embraced the moment, having faith and confidence in my “work
unseen” to yield results. After multiple months of sacrifices and
stress, it was finally happening. My dream was coming true!
Indeed, I had willed myself toward this finish line.
My vision was starting to come back as I crossed the finish
line as they read my “shout-out information,” which was a
simple and sincere thank you to the volunteers and my family.
The stars shimmered and sparkled brightly against the jet-black
Oklahoma sky. Furthermore, the stars seemed to be twinklingwinking at me, just as I had done, ironically, the entire race with
my one eye for seeing. Every minute had mattered, as it was
meant to be, and every person had been a special gift to inspire
me to this race finish line. Getting to a finish line is symbolic,
for what really matters is how a person gets there. After I walked
into the finisher tent, my parents and Nick, my husband, made
me promise right then and there that I would not cause more
stress for at least a couple of months. I will honor that. My
mom might have later added her entire life, but I know that she
would get bored without me chasing dreams. Also, I would like
to express deep gratitude to Cara Nance, David Wood, Phillip
Cox, Mike Bardrick, and Susan Forester, as well as my beloved
family. This was a challenge to take on the unknown, to go
into the unknown, because I had to face my vulnerabilities and,
moreover, my humanity.
Courage means not the absence of fear, rather courage is
finding the internal strength and heart to overcome challenges,
helping others along the way, especially if it happens to be 140.6
miles along the way…

David, continued
He was born in Charleston, West Virginia and was the
valedictorian at John Curtis Christian School in River
Ridge, Louisiana. He was an enthusiastic member of the
Who Dat Nation and Chicago Cubs fan. He attended the
University of New Orleans and was the Oklahoma City
Claims Manager for the Gray Insurance Company. He
was an active member of the Oklahoma City Running
Club and was on track to surpass his 7,277 miles from
2017 in 2018. I often said that David was either working,
sleeping, or running. However, he was involved in other

athletic events such as soccer and softball. He was also
an avid moviegoer and enjoyed movies of all genres. His
friendliness, attitude about life, and his constant smile
will be missed by all who knew and loved him.
I am proud to have had David as a personal friend. I
thank God for bringing David into my life and those of
us who knew and loved him will always remember him
especially when we run Lake Hefner. Rest in peace, my
friend.
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Join or Renew
Online Today!
Check your mailing label for your renewal date.
Join or renew your subscription online at www.okcrunning.org or:
$20

Lake Hefner Trail Sweep
Saturday, December 8, 2018

Christmas PotLuck Social
Tuesday, December 11, 2018

Spring Training
OKC Memorial Marathon
begins January 5, 2019

Landrunner Banquet
February 2, 2019

Check the club’s website or Facebook page for club events.

